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A B ST R A C T . The exact behaviour o f saturable .reactors when used in a magnetic ampli­
fier, depends not only on the nature o f material of t|be core and the magnitudes o f d.c. and 
a.c. excitations used, but it also depends, to a great extent, on the external circuit conditions. 
Even with an idealised core and with the optimum Wlues o f d.c. and a.c. excitations for the 
given magnetic amplifier, its behaviour depends on number o f other factors namely on the 
number o f cores used, on the nature o f d.c. source and the way in which a.c. and d.c. windings 
are connected.
Its exact behaviour in a number o f different cases has been studied and explained from 
fundamental considerations. These cases are . I. A single core with the d.c. source o f 
(i) infinite and (ii) low impedance. 2. Two cores series connected with the d.c. source o f 
{i) infinite and {ii) low impedance. H. Two cores parallel connected with the d.c. source 
o f (/) infinite and (ii) low impedance. The B 'f f  loop described becomes unsymmetrical in 
certain eases but symmetrical in others. Similarly the a.c. wave biH^omes flat-tojiped 
in certain cases but peaky in others. The flux density and the current through the d.c. 
winding also vary diflerently in different cases. All these differences in behaviour in different 
cases have been explained and some important results have been deduced. The movement 
o f the working point in the B'H curve with the applied a.c. voltage has been determined 
in different cases and it has been shown that the average v a^lue o f alternating current is zero 
in each case. The relation o f the rectified average value of alternating current to direct current 
has also been found out in different cases and it has been shown that the fundamental 
formula for amjilification in the case o f a magnetic* amfilifier has to be modified in accor­
dance with external circuit conditions.
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A large amount of work on magnetic amplifiers has been done in the last 
years and many experimental results have been published ; but no satisfactory 
explanations of their behaviour seem to have been given. The exact behaviour 
of saturable reactors under simultaneous d.c. and a.c. excitations depends not 
only on the magnetic properties of the material of the core and on the magni­
tudes of d.c. and a.c. excitations, but it also depends, to a large extent, on external 
circuit conditions, namely the number of cores used, the nature of d.c. source 
and the way in which a.c. and d.c. windings are connected. The object of this 
paper is to find out the exact behaviour of magnetic amplifier with an ideal core 
and with optimum values of d.c. and a.c. excitations in different cases of external 
circuit conditions.
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An ideal material for the core of a magnetic amplifier should have its £ —It  
curve vertical in the unsaturated region and horizontal in the saturated region 
and should pass abruptly from one region 4.0 the other; for then it would be possible 
for the a.c. winding to have a very large impedance in the unsaturated region 
and a very low impedance in the saturated region and, therefore, it would be 
possible to get a very high amplification in a.c. when the working point 
moves from unsaturated to saturated region by the presence o f a d.c. signal. 
In the (?ase of some materials, like m?y-metal, these are approximately true but 
we shall assume an ideal core in our investigations. The optimum value o f a.c. 
voltage will be the maximum value which will keep the working point confined 
in the unsaturated region in the absence of any d.c. signal and the optimum 
value of (!.(?. signal will be that which will move the working point in to the 
saturated region such that it traverses both the saturated and unsaturated regions 
in the presence of both d.c. and a.c. excitations. We shall assume such optimum 
values of d.c. and a.c. excitations to be present in our investigations. Since the 
behaviour under steady conditions will be the same irrespective of whether wo 
apply a.c. or d.c. first, we shall assume that d.c. is applied before a.c. for the 
sake of convenience of explanations, although in actual practice, d.c. is applied 
after a.c.
While studying the behaviour under such ideal and optimum conditions, 
the following fundamental points have been kept in mind.
1. When the a.c. voltage is zero in its cycle, the position of the working 
point while in the saturated region, is determined by the d.c. excitation applied.
2. When the a.c. voltage is zero in its cycile while the working point is in 
the unsaturated region, there must not be any change of flux. This will take 
place when the working point will reverse its path in the B—H curve and m) 
it must be in the farthest position from the saturated region when the a.c,. voltage 
is zero.
3. If the decrease of flux produces a positive voltage, an increase of flux 
must produce a negative voltage. The magnitude of induced voltage either 
positive or negative must be equal to the rate at which the flux decreases or 
increases.
4. The magnitude of induced e.m.f. is given by c ■« 
j* e . ~  —N. 10*’®. J or I e . dt
- N
(U
10“® volts.
-N  . 10-«
Thus when a change o f flux ^ takes place, the voltage point in the voltage-time 
curve describes an area which is equal to
5. The current through the a.c. winding at any instant is determined not 
only by the position of the working point at that moment, but also By the magni­
tude of d.c. excitation at the moment.
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We shall consider in the present paper the behaviour in the following different
cases :
, 1. Single core having a d.c. source of infinite impedance.
2. Single core having a d.c. source of low impedance.
3. Two cores series connecte<l with d.c, source of infinite impedance.
4. Two cores series connected with d.c. source of low impedance.
5. Two cores parallel connected with d.c. source of infinite impedance.
6. Two cores parallel connected with d.c. source of low impedantic.
The diiferent figures and curves in diagrams I to VI give a full picture ol 
the behaviour in the different cases respectively.
Case 1.
In this case there are two windings, one ,^eant for (i.c. and the other lor 
d.c. signal both wound on the same core and tl|e impedaiKie of the signal source 
is infinitely large. Figures 1 and 2 in diagram 1 indicate the nature ol B H 
curve and of B -  H loop described and figures 4, fi, 7, and 8 indicate the path 
of the working point along the B ~H curve, the sinusoidal applied a.c. voltage, 
the nature of alternating current, the nature of flux variation, and the nature of 
alternating current through the d.c. winfling respectively, all relerred with 
respect to the voltage vtiriation curve ol figure fi.
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Ah the d.c. circuit has an infinitely large impedance, no current can flow 
through it by the voltage induced in it due to any flux change in the core. There­
fore, the d.c. excitation OX due to the signal remains constant throughout the 
cycle, as shown by the dotted line in figure 4. The working point will be at P  
(figure 1) in the saturated region when the a.c. voltage is zero at A  in the pre­
sence of d.c. signal. The working point moves from P  to J f as the voltage point 
moves from A to B  say, and the current increases sinusoidally from a to 6 as 
shown in figure 6. and its magnitude at any instant is given by EnmoitlR 
where E  sin cd< is the a.c. voltage applied and R is the resistance o f the a.c. 
winding. When the working point reaches ilf, it enters the unsaturated region 
and there can not be any further increase in current. As the voltage increases 
further, a change of flux takes place and the working point moves downwards 
in the unsaturated region at such a rate that the induced voltage due to the 
change of flux, will balance the increase in applied voltage. The working 
point will go on moving downwards and the change of flux will continue to take 
place in the same direction till the voltage point reaches D  where its magnitude 
is the same as that at P. The area of the voltage-time curve between the 
points B and P , as shown by the hatched portion, is proportional to the total 
change of flux taking place when the working point moves from M  to N. As 
the voltage point moves beyond P , it becomes positive with respect to the point 
P  and so to balance the voltage now, there must be change of flux in the 
opposite direction and so the working point moves upwards from N  towards 
M. The working point will come back to M  when the voltage point reaches 
F  where the voltage time area between points P  and F, as sho\vn by the hatched 
portion, is equal to the former hatched area. When the point M  is reached, 
there can not be any further change of flux. So the working point suddently 
moves from M  to R in the saturated region and the current, which was so long 
constant and negative, suddently become positive and reaches such a value 
that this current multiplied by the resistance R  becomes equal to the voltage 
at F, After that, the working point being in the saturated region, the current 
varies sinusoidally with the voltage and the working point comes back to P  
and so the current is zero when the voltage becomes zero at G. This is 
repeated similarly in subsequent cycles. The current curve is shown by abkhfg 
in figure 6, and the nature of variation of B  by the curve in figure 7. The B —H  
loop described will be as shown in figure 2.
In voltage-time curve, the area BCD ^  the area DKF. So the area ABKH-^  
the area HFO, It follow^s, therefore, that in current-time curve in figure 6, the 
area abkh is equal to the area hfg. Therefore, the average value o f alternating 
current is zero. The average value of rectified alternating current will be given 
by the average value of height o f either o f these two areas. The average value 
of height firom area abkh is given by Ia(^y)INa=OX.
But h N .^ O X .
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There is hardly any such practical case in which the signal source produces 
a current due to the signal, but at the same time offers an infinitely large imped­
ance to the voltage induced in the d.c. winding due to change of flux. A practical 
case arises when there is no d.c. winding at all and the d.c. excitation due to the 
signal is applied from a large current passing through a single conductor or when 
the d.c. excitation is furnished by a magnet.
Case 2
In this case the impedance of the d.c. souitec is low, so whenever there will 
be any change of flux in the core, the voltage that is induced in the d.c. winding, 
will produce a current through it and so the d.c. excitation furnished by the d.c. 
signal will change, as shown by the dotted curvf in figure 4, in diagram II in such 
a direction that it would tend to oppose the change of flux due to which it is 
produced. This happens when the working p|)int enters unsaturated region at
FI6.1 F I 6 .2  I FIG.3
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M  (figure 1) and a larger current flows through the a.c. winding which produce.s 
larger ohmic drop and so a lesser change of flux is necessary to balance the lesser 
voltage time area as shown by the hatched portion BCDK (figure 5) than in the 
former case. When the voltage point reaches 2>, the working point reaches 
the extreme end of its path N, As the voltage point moves beyond D, it becomes 
positive with respect to D  and a change o f flux in opposite direction is necessary 
to balance the voltage. But any change o f flux in this direction will produce
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a current through the d.c. winding in the opposite direction and it will affect 
the d.c. excitation in the opposite direction till it becomes zero. When the 
total d.c. excitation becomes zero, there can not be any further change in it; 
as it would now act as a transformer whose secondary is short-circuited and 
there will be appreciable change of flux to balance out the voltage. This change 
of flux in the opposite direction may be assumed to take place practically when 
the voltage is zero at E, as the change of flux necessary to bring the total d.c. 
excitation to zero, is small. The working point will come back to M  when the 
voltage point reaches F  where the voltage time area EFH  is equal to the area 
BGDK. When the voltage point reaches E from D, the resultant d.c. excitation 
becomes zero and therefore, although the working point remains fixed at N, 
the current through the a.c. winding becomes zero. In the B —H  loop (figure 2.) 
it will appear as if the working point has moved from N to N\ When the work­
ing point moves from N to M  (figure 1), the current is still zero due to the resultant 
d.c. excitation being zero and it will appear, therefore, that the working point 
moves along N'P  in figure 2. The behaviour in the saturated region will be same 
as in case 1. The whole operation will be repeated in subsequent cycles. Thus 
the nature of B —H loop described will be as shown by NN'PRPM  in figure 2. and 
the nature of current variation is shown by abode and hfg in the two half cycles. 
As the area BODK -  the area EFH^ the area ABKDE  — the area HFG in 
the voltage-time curves Therefore, the resultant alternating current is zero. The 
average value of rectified current will, therefore, be the average value from area 
abode. It is clear that the value of this area will depend on the impedance and 
number of turns of the d.c. winding circuit. This area will be greater for lower 
impedanc(5 and larger number of turns of the d.c. circuit. I f this area be equal 
to the area abe'de, then the average value will be given by 7^  (av). N a=OX. 
But OX - - / (^ av)— As this area is always greater than 
the area abe'de, 7  ^ is always greater than Ic*Nf.lNa- So IJ lc  always greater 
than NJNci. T’h® nature of variation of B and of current due to flux change 
through the d.c. winding are shown in tigsure 7 and 8 respectively and the B —H 
loop traced will be as shown by NN'PRPM  of figure 2.
Case 3
When two cores are series connected, the a.c. windings are connected in 
series and the d.c. windings are connected in series opposition. The object of 
coimecting the d.c. windings in series opposition is that when flux changes in 
both the cores at the same rates, the resultant induced e.m.f. in the d.c. windings 
is zero. The effect of connecting two a.c. windings in series is that the same 
current must always flow through both the windings and, therefore, the current 
through any winding can not abruptly increase to a very high value when one 
of the cores becomes saturated. When flux changes in one core only, the voltage 
is induced in its d.c. winding only and though it can not be balanced by the
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voltage in the d.c. winding of the other core, it can not produce any current 
through the d.c. winding due to the infinitely large impedance of the d.c. source, 
Therefore, the d.c. excitation remains constant throughout as shown by the 
dotted line in figure 4 in diagram III.
In figure 1, ONMPR and ON'M'P'R' are the B —H curves for the two cores. 
As d.c. windings are oppositely connected, current through them will produce 
d.c. excitation, as given by OX and OX' in the two cores. When the working 
point in core 1 reaches M  as the voltage point reaches B from A , the same in core 
II reaches R '. When the working point in core I, has reached M, there will be
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change of flux in it before current can increase any further; and so the working 
point in core II, although in saturated region, can not move beyond R' when 
the voltage increases. The voltage is entirely balanced by the induced e.m.f. 
in core I by change of flux in it and the current remains constant. This change 
of flux continues until the voltage point raches D  where the voltage is o f the 
same magnitude as at J5. When the voltage point moves further, it becomes 
positive with respect to D  and so change of flux begins to take place in the oppo­
site direction. This change of flux in opposite direction continues to take place 
till the working point in core I, reaches back to M  when the voltage point reaches 
F  such that the area BCD the area DFK, Now there can not be any further 
change of flux in core I, and so the working points in both the cores will move 
abruptly from M  to R and from R' to M' in the saturated regions respectively 
and current point will move suddently from / t o / ',  as shown in figure 6. This current 
can balance a portion HL o f the voltage and to balance the remaining portion of 
voltage, there must be a change of flux in core IT as the working point in core IT 
has reached M' in the unsaturated region and there can not be any further change 
of current. This change of flux continues to take place till the voltage point 
reaches G where its magnitude is same as that at L. As the voltage point moves 
beyond G, it becomes negative with respect to G and so the working point in 
core II must move in the opposite direction to produce an opposite change of 
flux. This change of flux continues till the working point in core II reaches M* 
at the voltage point R such that the area LFG - the area GRT. Throughout 
this time the current remains constant at the same previous value but in the 
opposite direction. When the working point reaches M' in core IT, the working 
points will move again from R t o M  and from M* to K  and the new current will 
balance a portion of voltage, the remaining portion being balanced by change 
of flux produced this time by core I.
It follows that the area a'rwa* the area a'wi*a' in the current-time curve 
in figure 6. Therefore, the resultant current through the a.c. winding is zero and 
the average value of rectified current is given by /„(av).N a=O X =
.-. /fl(av)— Figure 7 shows the variations of flux in the two
cores and figure 2, shows the nature of B-~H  loops in the two cores.
Case 4
This is the most important case so far as practical magnetic amplifiers are 
concerned. This is similar to case 3 except that the d.c. source is of low imped­
ance; so the resultant induced voltage across the d.c. windings must be zero.
Therefore, -f must be zero and|^^| =  there be
any change of flux in one core, there must also be a simultaneous change in the 
other core under steady conditions and the rate of change must also be the same 
in both the cores when number of turns is the same in them. I f  simultaneous
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flux change is not possible initially in both the cores due to one core being in 
the saturated region, a large current will flow through the d.c. winding due to 
flux change in one core and this will adjust conditions in such a way that flux 
will change simultaneously in both the cores under steady conditions.
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In thi. o«»e th. change of Ilox thot take, place in core 1 . f t o  the voltage 
,>otat goe. from A to A  induce, a voltage in tl.c d.o. winding of core 1 which 
U lu o e .  .  oorrent through it and the d.c. excitation vurie. a. .hown by the 
dotted line, in iigure 4, in diagram IV mid .o  the current through the a.e. winding
inoreoso. and the chmige of a u in e o cn ry  to balance the m ere.* in volt^e be.
wirae. .mailer o.. the .r e .  of voltage-timc curve which ha-s to be b.luneed, become. 
.m .ller and equal to BCDK M .hown in iigure S. Thi. chimge of flux continue, 
to take place until the v o lt«e  point i» . t  B where the voltage i. o f ..m e magm^ 
tnde . .  at B. A. the voltage point goe. beyond B, it become, pomtive with 
re.pect to B  and a ohrnige o f flux in opporute direction 1.  neoe..ary to h .to c e  
the voltage. But miy tendeney to change the flux in thi. direction will p r o d ^  
a current through the d.c. winding in the oppo.ite ditortion mid the ^ u itM t  
d.o. excitation wiU change till it will heiome xero in both the core,. Thi. v^l 
td ie place i« ,t  after the voltage point em «e . B  before there i. any .ppreoiable
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change ot flux depending on the d.c. winding and the d.o. source. As the change 
of flux necessary is negligible, the working points will be practically at N  and 
M' when the voltage point reaches zero at E; but as d.c. excitation has decreased, 
it will appear that the working point in core 1 has moved from N to N" (figure 2). 
As the voltage increases now, the cores will behave as having their secondaries 
shorted and there will be change of flux in both the cores at the same rate till 
the working point in core I reaches saturation region at M  when the voltage 
point is at F such that the area EFH  twice the area BCDK. There can not 
be any further change of flux as core I reaches saturation and also the working 
point at M  c.an not move horizontally as such, since the working point in core TI 
is at N' in the unsaturated region. But the voltage at F  can not be balanced 
as such and will tend to produce a change of flux in core II. But this tendency 
to produce change of flux will produce a current in the d.c. winding and the d.c. 
excitations in the two cores will change from 0  to OY  and OY' respectively. 
So, although the working point in core II remains at N\ a current flows through its 
winding and the working point in core I moves to Z (figure 4) such that the same 
current flows through its winding also. The d.c. excitations change in such a 
way that the current corresponding to OT' or YZ, can balance the voltage at
F . As the voltage point goes beyond F, the d.c. excitations change in such a 
way that the current balances the voltage always till the voltage point comes 
to zero at G when the total d.c. excitation in the two cores will be again zero. 
The working point in core I reaches M  again and that in core II remains at N\ 
As the voltage point goes beyond G, there is again change of flux in the cores 
till the working point reaches M' in the saturated region in core II when the 
voltage point reaches M  such that the area GML =  the area EFH. The same 
operation is repeated in subsequent cycles. It is clear that the average value 
ot current in each half cycle is scame and so the resultant current in zero. The 
average value ot rectified current is proportional to the average value of area 
hfg or Imn in current curve of figure 6. Now the area HFG in the voltage-time 
c u r v e t h e  area ABO D E -tw ice  the area BC'jQA = -the area ABK D E—the 
area BCDK  and if this is equal to the area ABDE, then /„(av) -- 
before. This happens when the area BCDK the area BKD. I f  the imped­
ance of d.c. circuit is not very low, the area BCDK will be greater than the area 
BKD  and will be less than Figure 7 shows the variation of flux
in both the cores and it is clear that change of flux takes place simultaneously 
in them. Figure 8 show^ s the nature of current through the d.c. winding due to 
hauge of flux and figure 2 gives the nature of B-^H  loops described as N N 'T R  
and in two cores.
Case 5
In this case the two a.c. windings are connected in parallel and the impedance 
of the d.c. source is infinitely large. So, though there may bo a voltage induced
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in the d.c. windings when there is change of flux in one core only, no current 
can flow through it due to very high impedance of the d.c. source. Therefore, 
the d.c. excitations in the two cores will remain constant throughout. It is 
just equivalent to two single cores with d.c. source of infinitely large impedance 
(case 1) connected in parallel. The current through the a.c. winding of any 
core in one half cycle will be just the image opposite of the current in the wind­
ing of the other core in the other half cycle. Thus curve abcdef (figure 6) in dia­
gram V gives the nature of current through one winding and the curve a'b'c'd'e'f 
gives the nature of current through the other winding. The resultant current
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which will be the sum of the currents through the two cores is shown in figure 7. 
It is clear that the resultant current will be zero and the average value of recti- 
fied current will be double the value given by a single core with d.c. soimce of 
infinitely large impedance. Therefore, the average value is given by /„(a v )- 
21 N IN The nature of variation of B is shown by figure 8 and the nature of 
l - X i s  n  two cores wiU be as shown by NMPB8 and N'M'FB'8' in
figure 2.
6
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Ca s e  6
In this case the a.c. whuliugs are coimeeted in parallel and the d.c. source 
is of low imi)cdance. Wlien the working point in core I enters the unsaturated 
region with the increase o f voltage, there is change of flux in it as before, but 
current in core II goes or increasing as shown in figure 6. in diagram VI, the work- 
ing point being in the saturated region. The change of flux in core I induces
FI6*4 F I6 .2 FIG .3
a voltage in its d.c. winding and a current Hows through it which changes the 
d.c. excitations in the two cores as shown by the dotted lines in figure 4. This 
change of flux continues until the voltage point reaches D  where the voltage is of 
the same value as at B, Then there will be a flux change in core I in the opposite 
direction to balance the voltage which becomes positive. As the d.c. winding 
is o f low impedance, a current flows through it in opposite direction before any 
appreciable change of flux takes place and the Resultant d.c. excitations in the 
two cores becomes zero when the voltage is zero at E, as in previous cases. So 
when the voltage is zero at E, the working points will be at N  and M' and there 
will be change of flux in both the cores to balance out the applied voltage. When 
the working point in core I reaches at M  at the voltage point F  such that the 
area EFH  the area BCD (flgure 5), there can not be any further change of flux
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in core I. The working point in core I will move to Z in the saturated region 
and there will be abrupt increase of current to balance the applied voltage 
at F  in the core winding. In core II there will be a tendency to undergo a further 
change of flux to balance oul^  the voltage and this will induce a voltage in the 
d.c. winding which can not be opposed by a similar voltage in the other d.c. 
winding and so a direct current will flow and the d.c. excitations will be changed, 
as shown by the dotted lines. The d.(j. excitations will be changed in such a 
way that the currents in the two cores which will be given by YZ and F'O, will 
individually balance the voltage at F, As the voltage changes, the working point 
in core I moves along the saturated region a?id that in core II remains fixed at 
N' and the d.c. excitations vary in such a way that the currents balance the 
voltage at each point till the voltage point is at M  when the working point in 
core I reaches M  (figure 1). Now there will be change of flux in both the cores to 
balance the applied voltage till tlie working point in core II reaches M' at the 
voltage point L where the area MLN  - the area EHF, The working point 
in core II moves in the saturat(*d region and that in core I remains fixed at N  
and the d.c. excitations change as before and the (ycle is repeated.
The current or /g will Ix^  practically equal and their average values will 
be proportional to the area HF(L Therefore, their resultant current which 
will be proportional to t wice the area HFO. But the area HFO
the area ABKDE. Thcwfore, it is (?lear that the average value of current will 
alw^ays be greater than and the amount by which it will be greater, is
given by the area BKD. The lower the impedance of the d.e. source, the greater 
will be this area and hence greater will be the amplification. The nature of 
variation o f B  and of current through the d.c. winfling due to change of flux are 
given by figures 7 and 8 and the nature of B -  H looy)s described, are given by 
N N "PE  and N 'N '"P'R ' in figure 2.
E X P E R I M E N T A L  O B S E R V A T I O N S  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N
The behaviour o f the saturable reactor under above conditions was experi­
mentally verified with the help of a C.R.O. tube and was found to be ve^ ry much 
like the cases under idealised conditions as given above. As mentioned above, 
it is very difficult to get a d.c. source of infinite impedance. An approximate 
condition was reached by connecting a choke of high value in series with the 
d.c. source of high value. Two ring cores of mi^-metal, each having 500 a.c. 
turns and 1,550 d.c. turns, were used. In the case of a single core with d.c. source 
of low impedance, the current amplification was found to be approximately equal 
to 7; but in the ease of two cores series connected with the d.c. source o f low 
impedance, it was found to be of the order of 3.8. The value o f B  was measured 
by means of an integrating circuit connected in a .seperate winding.
Therefore, it is clear that when the d.c. source is o f infinitely large impedance 
which is a very rare case, we can use a single core and get the same amplification
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and hence the Bame advantage as two cores connected in series. I f  they are 
connected in parallel, however, we can get the double amplification. I f  the source 
is of very low impedance, although a single core can give the same amplification 
as two cores, a single core can not be used in practice due to the fact that, gener­
ally, when the d.c. signal is absent, the low impedance connected to the d.c. 
winding is still present and this produces a d.c. excitation even in the absence of 
the d.c. signal. Under these circumstances, therefore, the two cores with either 
series or parallel connection are used. From the point o f consideration o f low 
value of time constant, series connection is, however, more frequently used than 
the parallel connection.
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